Our
new
front
door
It’s taken nearly 50 years, but at last New Plymouth has a
northern entrance befitting a 21st century city. Getting there has
been anything but a smooth ride – and still isn’t quite, as JIM
TUCKER reports. ROB TUCKER took the photos.

The first plan was unveiled nearly a half century ago.
It happened in 1968, at my first meeting of the New Plymouth City
Council. Fresh out of school and short pants, with an 18-year-old’s
total ignorance of who ran the town and how they did it, I sat at the
press bench in the council chambers with Taranaki Herald chief
reporter Dick Long and marvelled at the thick, shiny, two-colour
document that set out plans for our new northern outlet.
The last 50 years haven’t changed it much. The biggest difference
is where the new four-lane highway begins in the city. The 1968
plan had Molesworth and Gill Sts extending towards Te Henui
River and following the curve of the railway line inland to
Waiwaka Tce.
That idea was presumably overtaken by later development of the
one-way pair of streets that end at the Plymouth Hotel. A pity,
given what we’ve ended up with now – the super new doorway to
town squashed into a narrow funnel of merges at Hobson St. More
on that later.
The thing to celebrate is what Tom Cloke says spectacularly
overcomes a previous “lack of invitation to the city”. The Road
Transport Association’s area manager and a Taranaki Regional Councillor, Cloke says the
general outcome of the two-year project to build a modern highway from Hobson St to
Vickers Rd (the street on the north side of Mitre 10) is a positive one.
“Before, you came into the city from the north and the road closed down into a couple of
lanes. This definitely enhances the northern gateway.”
So that’s the positive spin, which Cloke insisted we should put on this development, at the
cost of his never speaking to Live magazine again.
He had reason to be edgy about what we might have him saying. The morning of our
interview, Cloke and New Plymouth deputy mayor Heather Dodunski were writ large on the
front page of the Taranaki Daily News complaining about the poor state of the new road.
“Roads in Hamilton aren’t like
this – it’s almost like you’re
treating us like the unimportant
cousin in the regions,” she
said.
Cloke: “When there’s a project
worth this much money there’s
an expectation it will be top
class…We like the concept,
but not the delivery at this
stage.”
The “at this stage” turned out
to be important. The
government body in charge of
the project, the New Zealand
Transport Agency, countered

Tom Cloke – fought for four lanes at Paynters Ave. ”But we
shouldn’t have had to, really.”
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by saying more sealing had yet to be done, and it would be carried out over several nights so
traffic wasn’t further disrupted.
So what have we ended up with?
Something of a minor embarrassment for NZTA possibly, when Dodunski turned up to wield
one of three stainless steel spades laid on for the politicians when they planted a puriri at
Waiwhakaiho Bridge on launch day (June 23).
Mayor Andrew Judd was busy elsewhere, so the new road’s chief critic got the opening duties
instead. She was unfazed. Made an excellent speech. Helped shovel dirt around the tree with
help from transport minister Simon Bridges and local MP Jonathan Young.
Meantime, the road nearby still showed
signs of an unfinished job, mainly because
weather was holding up the application of
a final asphaltic concrete layer that
promised to do away with the blemishes.
To get the full story on what’s been done
over the last two years, including why the
$24 million project blew out its budget by
50 percent (from $16 million), Live invited
NZTA’s acting highways manager for the
central/western region, Ross I’Anson
(pictured right), to drive us over the new
route and explain.
LIVE: Why not a merge heading out of
Devon St onto the motorway heading north from Fitzroy? Why lights?
NZTA: We considered it, but the traffic pattern studies showed lights were safer at peak
times. A merge tends to be more accident-prone, something which applies around NZ.
Why not a flyover entrance to Devon St at Fitzroy?
We always look carefully at the relationship between costs and benefits of any traffic
solutions. Traffic lights were shown to be the best option, given traffic flows didn’t justify the
expense of a flyover. Additionally, the traffic lights are working well.
What’s happening at the intersections
with Constance and Bridle Sts?
There is a problem with water in the
subsoil that is causing the road to
deteriorate. We need to dig down and lay
a geotextile barrier at clay level. We need
to fix this problem and re-construct the
road surface through to Smart Rd.
That will all be done together as a
separate project next summer. We’ll be
sending out a newsletter to stakeholders
so people know there is going to be
disruption in traffic flows again.
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The newsletter will provide information on the key work we have going on around the
Taranaki region. In fact, the project to this stage was to build four lanes from the Plymouth
Hotel to Bridle Street, not to Vickers Rd.
Note the speed limit from Smart Rd to Mangorei Rd has been lifted from 50kph to 60kph.
That extends all the way to the start of the 80kph zone at the foot of Waiwhakaiho Hill (from
Smart Rd to there was previously 70kph). It reduces the number of varying speed limits.
There’s been criticism that the bridge sides are solid concrete, which means people can’t
see the rivers.
That’s a safety design matter. We have to balance aesthetics with safety, and the design of
solid concrete better prevents vehicles going through them.
Why the pink traffic islands?
That’s temporary. We are currently working with a landscape architect at the New Plymouth
District Council to come up with designs that enhance this as the main entrance to the city
from the north, and to use colours that are in keeping with the district council’s colours,
rather than those usually stipulated by us for state highways.
Any planting planned for the islands?
No. The problem with planting is when you have to get in to maintain it you can lose a lane
on each side, which is too disruptive.
What’s happening at Mangorei Rd? There seems to be traffic holdups going into the
city at peak times.
It turned out the water mains under the road have been encroached on because we have
widened the intersection. Water mains are affected by traffic vibrations, so they all had to be
moved and realigned, which is what’s causing the delay. There will be four lanes going west
– one left turn, one right turn (to be restored) and two straight ahead in the middle, which

realigns to the lanes down towards the new bridge over Te Henui. That should resolve delays.
The traffic light phases will be reviewed in conjunction with opening all four lanes.
What are you doing to fix the overall surface of the new highway?
It’s being sealed with a top coat of asphaltic concrete right through. We’ve been waiting for
the right weather at night to get it done, so it’s ongoing at this stage.
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Some drivers have complained that the merge alongside the Plymouth Hotel heading
into the city is too short to be safe. Any plans to look at that?
Yes, we’re looking at it. We will need to take into consideration the loss of some carparks at
the city end. If we do anything, it will be done at the same time as the top coat sealing there.
We will be talking to the Novatel Hotel about when we do that, given work done at night may
cause issues for hotel guests.
A major criticism concerns what looks like a bottleneck at the Plymouth Hotel merger
section heading north. There’s just one lane, with traffic crossing over there. People
appear to be used to it and it works okay, but there seems to be enough room for four
lanes, two each way - is that still an option?
The option is there in the future. However, traffic volumes at peak times aren’t enough to
justify the extra cost at this stage. To retain the cycle lanes, we would need to widen the road
carriageway. Another option was to squeeze it and use a wire barrier in the middle, but really
it’s too tight for that.
Why is the job 50 percent over budget ($24 million, as opposed to $16 million, as
reported in local news media)?
The project is not 50 percent over budget. The original base estimate was $16 million; that
estimate has been on our website for some time. However, the amount tendered (let out for
contract) was for more than $16 million, as we decided before tender stage to extend to four
lanes under Paynters Ave to increase efficiency and remove a local pinch point. That was an
added cost, especially with retaining to fit the cycle lane.
Then a scope (and as a consequence, cost) adjustment was approved in November 2015 by
the NZ Transport Agency. The new scope included nine additional tasks, such as additional
pavement, LED lighting and retaining walls.
The variation in final costs is usual for a project of this size in a complex environment, which
included difficulties with the new bridge foundations. They had to go deeper to find solid
foundations – they had to drill deeper, use more steel. All those things added up to greater
cost, as well as all the little things you discover along the way with a big project like this. The
final result is a better, safer and more resilient road, that will be easier to maintain, resulting
in less disruption for the community.
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or most people running or working in businesses in the Waiwhakaiho Valley, the last
couple of years have been something of a nightmare.

The perpetual traffic jam between the
Plymouth Hotel and Smart Rd while the new
road was being built has been Auckland-like
on the need-for-patience scale.
While everyone there thinks the contractor,
Fulton Hogan, did a grand job of managing
such a complex project while having to
accommodate traffic-as-usual, for some
people it was easier to walk or cycle to work
if they lived in New Plymouth.
Bed Bath and Beyond manager Sheila
Higham (pictured here, left, with Lisa
Collins, Jocelyn Hook) said her husband
had to buy a moped to get to work in town.
Godfrey’s manager Jeremy Donoghue (left) said
biking took him 10 minutes, as opposed to 30 by car.
Bruce Cornet at Wet&Forget (right) put the car trip
at 40 minutes sometimes, so he decided to walk.
How these businesses and others like them were
affected in terms of trading varied. Some, like Cornet,
and Palmers Garden Centre owner/manager
Martin Thompson say they were unaffected.
Thompson (below right) said it slowed the traffic
down and some people didn’t
come out that way, but it hadn’t affected their
business hugely. “We have a loyal customer base.
We’re pleased the work has been done. They’ve
done a great job.”
But others noticed a definite downturn in turnover
at times, especially Christmas.

Harvey Norman furniture
manager Lewis Christensen (left)
says there was a lot less foot traffic
through the shop during the work.
“The weekend vibe wasn’t the same.
Staff tended to have to leave home
45 minutes earlier to get to work.
Some were late, at times. Now it’s
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all open and flowing we’ve seen more
traffic through here, and people’s
frustration has gone.”
Hirepool branch manager Carl
Moke and assistant manager Donna
Clarke (right) think the traffic delays
may in fact have been beneficial to
them.
“The traffic slowed down so much
that some people would look over to
us and think, yes, they needed
something done, so they’d call in
there and then rather than come all the
way back some other time.
“We got a lot of comments towards the end. We adjusted to the work, adjusted our
deliveries. It’s nice to see it flowing now and it looks really good.”

At Mitre 10 Megastore, owner Stuart Jones (above) says he noticed an impact on
turnover every time something major changed with the project, such as the opening of a new
lane, or a change in a right hand turn.
“The works caused quite a bit of disruption. It had an impact on business, on sales year-onyear, from the beginning of 2015. Overall our business has been fine, because we reopened
at St Aubyn St, which has been very busy, and we have Bell Block. But overall the year and
half of the works have held back growth. We’ve always had consistent growth, but it was
slowed by the project.”
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He says when the project started, all the road cones seemed to freak a few people out, but
they got used to them. “The contractors responded to that by improving the layouts into
single lanes.
Things improved almost immediately after all the lanes were opened in mid-May.
“We think Fulton Hogan did a wonderful job of managing the traffic, given they had a lot of
underground services to relocate, and there was continuous traffic flowing through the
project throughout. They had to handle that.
“There might have been delays, but they were nothing like Auckland. Here, though, if we
have to wait a minute or more we think it’s horrendous.”

M

ost of the Waiwhakaiho Valley business people
we talked to expect trade to pick up noticeably
as the new highway traffic settles into regular
patterns, which begs the question: what impact will it have
on central city retailers, who probably benefited from the
traffic jams.
None will comment either way, but their concerns were
apparent in pressure they put on New Plymouth District
Council to trial free Saturday parking for a year as a
measure to match free parking at Waiwhakaiho Valley.
Concern was also apparent in many of the public
submissions to the council backing the trial, with people
expressing anxiety at a growing number of empty shops in
Devon St.
One who would talk to us about this is Taranaki Chamber of Commerce CEO Richard
Williams, whose take is intriguing. “The new road will move people out of town more easily,
but what we’ve got to remember is it also enables them to get in and out of New Plymouth
much more effectively,” he says.
“Everyone’s forgetting the number of people who are coming from Bell Block and from
Waitara and from all places north. Whereas before it was arguably more difficult to get into
New Plymouth and therefore people from that side of town would just drop into the Valley,
now it’s easier.”
His organisation supported the retailers’ association’s case to the council for Saturday free
parking. “The big feedback from (central city) retailers was that during the week people will
dash in and out and buy things, but on the weekend they tend to browse. They need to be able
to come into a shop, maybe grab a coffee, maybe go elsewhere.
“It’s not the actual putting in of the two dollars or the four dollars that’s the big issue, the big
issue is ‘oh my goodness, I haven’t noticed the time, bang, I’ve got a ticket’. It was that thing
that was really causing concern.”
The other thing he’s noticed is the way the central business district is evolving. “Quite
clearly, this end of town is becoming much more the arts and business area. It’s just suddenly
happened from not long ago, when you probably didn’t stretch past the TSB theatre.
“When you look at what the council is proposing in terms of the lighting, the art, the whole
development of the CBD, the Huatoki Plaza, looking at everything, doing the seats, they are
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committed. Which is why we’re behind them, making it a vibrant place where you can come
to at all hours of the day, and not at massive cost.”
He refers to a development in Rotorua called Eat Street. “They just took an end of town and
chucked all the restaurants in there and it’s gone well. So there will be certain areas of New
Plymouth where you can do it. And it will bring shoppers into town.”
He believes another factor that will help the central city is the likelihood the Valley is running
out of room to expand. He understands that K-Mart and Bunnings want to go there, but
there’s no room. “They’re talking about across the road, the old fertiliser works. That’s a big
project.”
He is looking beyond the new entrance now, to something he believes will have an even
greater impact – the improved road north. But as Tom Cloke says, that’s another story
entirely.
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